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2022 Marvel Television Series   
Lesser-Known Heroes Lead to More Diversity and Creativity  
By Steve Sternberg 

 

Television series set in the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) 

are based on characters appearing in Marvel comics who have 

a shared reality with the theatrical films.  Between 2008 and 

2022, Marvel Studios has released 30 movies featuring 

characters from its Avengers, Guardians of the Galaxy, Spider-Man, and Doctor Strange franchises.  

Eight TV series and one “special presentation” were produced for Disney+ in 2021 and 2022.  There 

are nine more feature films planned between 2023 and 2025, and at least six more Disney+ series in 

the works for 2023 and 2024.   

 

One reason television series based on movies seldom work is because the stars from the theatrical 

movie don’t ordinarily reprise their roles for the TV version.  So viewers are often disappointed when 

the new actors don’t measure up to the originals.  In its first four Disney+ series, Marvel features 

secondary characters from the movies, portrayed by the same actors, overcoming this drawback, 

creating anticipation and strong viewer sampling.   
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With WandaVision, The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, Loki, 

and Hawkeye, Marvel has taken key players in major Marvel 

films, that have only had marginal character development.  So 

the showrunners and actors had largely blank canvases to work 

on with characters who still have some familiarity to the millions of potential viewers who have seen 

the Marvel movies (or read the comic books).  They couldn’t do TV shows like these with Captain 

America, Iron Man, Thor, the Hulk, or Spider-man, whose backstories and personalities were more 

fully fleshed out in the theatrical movies.   

 

In 2022, Marvel series on Disney+ face different challenges, but also new opportunities.  The new 

series are based on more obscure characters who have not appeared in any feature films, such as 

Moon Knight, Ms. Marvel, and She-Hulk.  These shows could take any number of directions, not 

necessarily being constrained to precisely following the comic books.  

 

The writers also have more creative freedom to modify origin stories for lesser-known heroes.  Spider-

man, for example, got his powers by being bitten by a radioactive spider.  Steve Rogers became 

Captain America when given the super soldier serum during World War II.  These stories, as well as 

those of other major heroes, are firmly entrenched in Marvel lore, and changing them would not be 

accepted by their large Marvel fan bases.  But they can get away with giving Ms. Marvel different 

powers from the comic book, or changing how She-Hulk gains her powers.  Most viewers wouldn’t 

know the difference (the fan bases for these heroes is also significantly smaller).  

 

The shows with lesser-known characters, which haven’t appeared in the MCU theatrical films, have 

had more mixed results in terms of viewer popularity, but are designed to appeal to a different 

audience than just the hard-core Marvel fan.  While Ms. Marvel and She-Hulk might not get the same 

level of viewing as WandaVision or Loki, they have expanded the Marvel viewer base for Disney+. 
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Here are my reviews of the Marvel series debuting on Disney+ in 2022.   

 

Ms. Marvel (2022 - ):  Iman Vellani is Kamala Khan/Ms. 

Marvel, a 16-year-old Muslim Pakistani-American from Jersey 

City, N.J., who is a major fangirl of the Avengers and Captain 

Marvel.  After discovering a magical bangle (bracelet), she 

gains the ability to harness cosmic energy and create hard-light constructs.  Kamala Khan is Marvel’s 

first Muslim character to headline her own comic book or television series (she made her first comic-

book appearance in 2013).  This is the first new Disney+ Marvel series to not have a returning 

cinematic character or be fronted by a well-known star – given that this is 20-year-old Iman Vellani’s 

first role, it is an extraordinary debut. 

 

In the first episode, we see that Kamala is a nerdy, pop-cultury teenager obsessed with The Avengers 

and Captain Marvel, as any teenager in the real world might be with music stars or other teen idols.  

She collects paraphernalia, she has pictures on the walls of her room illustrating past events from the 

MCU, and she is planning to go against her parents’ wishes and attend the first New Jersey 

AvengerCon – which seems based on the big San Diego and New York Comic Cons.  It’s at this event 

where she first discovers her powers. 

 

This teenage superhero origin series is more family-oriented and wholesome than any other live-

action Marvel TV show.  It’s almost like Marvel’s version of Disney’s Hannah Montana – except it 

stars, as Kamala Khan herself says, “a brown girl from Jersey City.”  Disney’s recent move toward 

making the Marvel landscape more culturally diverse (see Black Panther, Shang-Chi and the Legend 

of the Ten Rings, The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, Moon Knight, and the upcoming Echo) has given 
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representation to voices too often unseen and unheard in the broader cinematic universe.  Ms. Marvel 

is a worthy continuation of these efforts. 

 

Kamala Khan’s family was personally affected by the partition 

of India, something of which most  Western audiences might be 

unfamiliar.  In 1947, after World War II, Britain announced that 

after almost two centuries of British rule, India would gain 

independence, but be partitioned into Muslim-majority Pakistan and Hindu-majority India.  Despite the 

fact that Muslims and Hindus lived together throughout the land, Britain claimed they were too different 

to be one country.  About 15 million people moved (or were forced to move), and anywhere from half 

a million to 2 million died in the chaos and violence that ensued.  As I did, anyone who wants to learn 

more about this can just head to Google. 

 

This is one of the few Marvel TV series that might have benefited from more episodes.  Presenting 

an origin story, along with multiple character backstories, and fleshing out the key character 

motivations, while still having to incorporate some superhero-style battles, is a lot to squeeze into just 

six episodes. 

 

The main story revolves around enhanced beings known as the Clandestines, who claim to be Djinns 

(genies or spirits), exiled from their home Noor dimension.  Najma (Nimra Bucha), leader of the 

Clandestines will do anything to return home, and believes Kamala and her bangle are the keys to 

helping them.  Najma and her followers are trying to break the Veil of Noor, which separates her 

dimension from the human world, so they can expand and take over.  Najma’s son, Kamran (Rish 

Shah) tries to help Kamala.  

 

A Department of Damage Control (DODC) agent (Alysia Reiner) tramples on people’s rights when 

she marches in to search a mosque looking for Kamala and Kamran  – aside from having enhanced 
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abilities, the only reason they are perceived as threats seems to be because they are Muslim teens.  

The only reason for the DODC to even be in the show seems to be to highlight the discrimination 

Muslim’s experience in this country every day, and to set up the finale fight scene displaying Kamala’s 

powers (and how far she has progressed since discovering them).  Maybe that’s enough, but the 

DODC characters were one dimensional, and there wasn’t much suspense about how it would end. 

 

In the comic book, Kamala gains shape-shifting powers (from 

her latent Inhuman DNA).  Here, her powers are different – 

although she does utter her catchphrase, “embiggen,” which 

enables her to grow in size and use her enlarged fist to fight the 

bad guys.   Her tech genius best friend Bruno (Matt Lintz), who 

has a crush on her, discovers a “mutation” in her genes that enables her to wield her powers.  This 

could be a prelude to introducing a new X-Men team into the MCU (Disney recently acquired the 

screen rights to these characters – it had previously been prohibited from using the word “mutant,” in 

a deal that originally gave Fox the use of all things related to the X-Men).   

 

It’s still possible that Disney plans to revive the Inhumans, some of which appeared in ABC’s Agents 

of Shield.  The main Inhuman characters from the comic books were featured in the one-season ABC 

series, The Inhumans, which was not received well.  Since the leader of the Inhumans, Black Bolt 

(Anson Mount) appeared briefly as an alternate universe version of the character in the Doctor 

Strange in the Multiverse of Madness movie, anything is possible.      

 

The show is diverse both in front of and behind the screen.  The series was created by Bishka K. Ali, 

a British-Pakistani.  Its star, Iman Vellani is a Canadian actress of Pakistani origin.  Yasmeen Fletcher, 

a Lebanese-American is Nakia Bahdir, Kamala’s close friend who runs for a position on the board of 

their mosque.  Zenobis Shroff, an Indian-American actress, is Kamala’s mother, Muneeba Khan.  

Mohan Kapur, a well-known Indian actor, is Kamala’s father, Yusuf Khan.  Other cast members 
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include, Samina Ahmad as Kamala’s grandmother, who lives in Karachi, Pakistan, Mehwish Hayat as 

Aisha, Kamala’s great grandmother and original owner of the bangle, and Aramis Knight as Kareem, 

a member of the Red Daggers, a vigilante group that wears red bandanas and uses throwing knives 

(and fights the Clandestines). 

 

Kamala Khan/Ms. Marvel is going to appear in the feature film, The Marvels, a sequel of sorts to the 

2019 hit movie, Captain Marvel.  The movie will also include Carol Danvers/Captain Marvel (Brie 

Larson), Monica Rambeau (Teyonah Parris), and Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson). 

 

Moon Knight (2022 - ): One of the more unusual Marvel 

characters, Marc Spector (Oscar Isaac) is a brutal mercenary, 

who is trapped doing the bidding of Egyptian moon god 

Khonshu (voiced by F. Murray Abraham), who had once saved 

his life.  Khonshu gave him superhuman abilities in exchange for becoming his conduit on Earth to 

bring criminals to justice.  When in danger, Spector turns into Moon Knight, wearing a white suit with 

glowing eyes, which enhances his already considerable strength and fighting skills. 

   

Even though the Moon Knight character made his first appearance in a Marvel comic nearly 50 years 

ago (1975), he is among the lesser-known heroes – and is unfamiliar to those whose major exposure 

to the Marvel universe has been through the feature films.  Oscar Isaac is quick becoming a sci-fi 

icon, having played Poe Dameron in the Star Wars sequel trilogy (2015-19), Apocalypse in X-Men: 

Apocalypse (2016), and Duke Leto Atreides in the Dune theatrical movie (2021), so he seems like the 

perfect choice to carry the load, introducing Moon Knight to the general public.   
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Marc Spector has dissociative identity disorder.  When we first 

see him, he is in identity of Steven Grant, a mild-mannered 

London museum gift shop employee, who has a fascination with 

Egyptian history.  When Moon Knight appears, Steven Grant 

blacks out, and often awakens in far off places, in the middle of 

chaotic scenes of intense violence, with no memory of what 

happened.  Initially, Steven Grant is unaware of Marc Spector’s existence.  He thinks he has a sleep 

disorder which results in his wandering the streets of London at night (or else he’s losing his mind).  

This makes him nervous and panicky, which Isaac manages to effectively play for comic effect.  He 

goes so far as to shackle himself to his bed at night so he can’t leave his house. 

 

He starts to realize something supernatural might be going on when his alter ego appears in a mirror 

reflection asking him to allow him to take over his body to fend off impending danger.  Apparently 

sometimes Moon Knight can only appear if Steven Grant allows it.  In episode 3, we learn that there 

is a third identity in Marc’s head. 

 

Ethan Hawke plays the show’s main villain, Arthur Harrow, the leader of a cultish group, in thrall to 

Egyptian goddess, Ammit.  Unlike Khonshu, who punishes sinners after they commit crimes, Ammit 

punishes people for crimes she predicts they will commit in the future.  Arthur was once the avatar for 

Khonshu, as Marc is now.  Ammit has been imprisoned by her fellow deities, and Arthur Harrow is 

hunting for a gold scarab that Steven/Marc has stolen (and which can supposedly free Ammit from 

captivity).  Great heroes are often defined and elevated by great villains.  Unfortunately, Arthur Harrow 

is not a great villain – he is, in fact, the least charismatic and most passive villain in any Marvel 

television series.  

 

The first episode was promising, as Marc/Steven/Moon Knight was introduced with a solid 

combination of drama, comedy, horror, and farce.  But each subsequent episode was increasingly 
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disappointing.  Being different in topic and tone from anything else in the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 

can be a strength (as it was with WandaVision), but here it doesn’t lead to a more interesting place.  

 

May Calamawy is Layla El-Faouly, Marc Spector’s ex-wife.  She 

is an archeologist and adventurer, and knows that he is Moon 

Knight – but until now, she was unaware of his Steven Grant 

alter-ego.  She eventually gets powers of her own from one of 

the other Egyptian gods, and take the name Scarlet Scarab. 

 

Fans of the Moon Knight Marvel comics character, who like his ruthless and brutal fighting style might 

be disappointed with how Disney+ portrays it – basically, Steven Grant is about to be attacked by 

numerous baddies, and the viewer suddenly sees Marc Spector/Moon Knight appear surrounded by 

the unconscious or dead criminals (often without seeing the methods used to overcome them).  But 

that’s one of the key differences between the Marvel series that originated on Netflix (for which 

Disney+ instituted parental controls) and those produced for Disney+.  The Disney+ fight scenes are 

generally more cinematic and special-effects driven, while being less intense and bloody. 

 

While much has been made of Kamala Khan/Ms. Marvel being Marvel’s first Muslim superhero to be 

the lead character in one of its series, relatively little has been mentioned about Moon Knight’s Marc 

Spector being Marvel’s first Jewish hero to headline his own show.  Marvel shies away from delving 

into Marc’s Jewish heritage with almost the same rigor with which it leans into Kamala’s 

Pakistani/Muslim roots.  While his Jewishness is a key element of the comic books (where his father 

is a rabbi who escaped from the Nazis), it is not highlighted in this series.  Leaning more into this 

aspect of his heritage might have made the show stronger.  Although you briefly see him wearing a 

Star of David necklace in one early scene, and toward the end of the series you see him wearing a 

yarmulke outside a Shiva (a Jewish period of mourning following the death of an immediate family 

member) for his abusive mother, if you’re not Jewish, it might not be particularly noticeable. 
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In the season finale, we discover there is actually another identity lurking within Marc Spector, who is 

considerably more ruthless than the others (those familiar with the comic book will recognize this new 

character).  While planned as a limited series, it is not yet clear whether there will be another season. 

 

She-Hulk: Attorney at Law (2022 - ):  Tatiana 

Maslany stars as Jennifer Walters, a single thirtysomething 

attorney, who also becomes the 6-foot-7-inch green-skinned 

superhero known as She-Hulk.  She got her Hulk-like super 

strength when she was in a car accident with her cousin Bruce Banner (aka the Hulk), and his gamma 

irradiated blood intermingled with hers.  Mark Ruffalo reprises his performance as “smart” Hulk from 

the Avengers: Endgame movie. 

 

She-Hulk’s first comic-book appearance was in 1980, with a slightly different origin story.  In the 

comics, Jennifer Walters is the victim of an attempted mob hit, and Bruce Banner is forced to give her 

a transfusion using his own blood, giving her similar powers to his own.  I’m not sure why they felt the 

need to change this, since the comic-book version makes more logical sense. 

 

This series has a more lighthearted, comedic tone than other Marvel series, with Jennifer/She-Hulk 

occasionally breaking the fourth wall to comment on what’s happening directly to the viewer.  But 

parents who assume She-Hulk is family friendly because it’s on Disney, should know that while the 

violence is tamer than most Marvel series, much of the show centers on Jennifer’s sex life. 

 

Before the wonderful eighth episode, my review was going to be decidedly more negative.  I was 

going to write, there is really no reason for this show to exist.  No one was clamoring for a TV series 

about She- Hulk, which has never been one of Marvel’s more popular characters.  It has no cohesive 
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plot from episode to episode (unlike every previous Marvel series, it’s in a pure sitcom format).  It’s 

not structured to push forward a narrative, nor is it designed to introduce new characters or plotlines 

into the Marvel Cinematic Universe (as is the case with WandaVison, The Falcon and the Winter 

Soldier, Loki, and Ms. Marvel).  It’s a standalone, self-contained anomaly. 

 

But then I saw the great final two episodes, which mad me reassess how I feel about the entire series. 

 

Marvel had teased the appearance of Matt Murdoch/Daredevil, 

played by Charlie Cox, who portrayed the character in three 

seasons of Netflix’s Daredevil series (which is now available on 

Disney+).  He is slated to have a new series, Daredevil: Born 

Again, on Disney+ in 2024.  Marvel fans who tuned into She-

Hulk hoping to see Matt Murdoch have an integral role in the series (both characters are lawyers, so 

it made sense) had been disappointed, as he didn’t show up through the first seven episodes of the 

nine-episode run.  But the eighth episode made it worth the wait.   

 

In my write-up of Netflix’s The Defenders, I pointed to the banter among the heroes as the highlight 

of the series – particularly the interaction between Jessica Jones (Krysten Ritter) and Matt 

Murdoch/Daredevil, as her snark collides with his intense seriousness.  Matt Murdoch is less intense 

and not nearly as serious here, but his banter with the much more irreverent Jennifer Walters/She-

Hulk is also a highlight of this series. 
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Matt Murdoch first enters the scene as Jennifer Walters is in 

court.  One of the lesser-tier superhero/villains, Leap-Frog 

(Brandon Stanley), a big client of Jennifer’s law firm, is suing 

Luke Jacobson (Griffin Matthews), who designed his super-suit, 

which apparently malfunctioned.  Luke specializes in fashioning 

custom superhero suits, and as it turns out also designed Daredevil’s and She-Hulk’s outfits as well.  

He hires Matt Murdoch to defend him.  Matt wins the case when his super senses detect that Leap-

Frog put jet fuel in his rocket boots, going against the user instructions. 

 

Jennifer goes to a bar to have a drink at the end of a long and disappointing day, where she runs into 

Matt Murdoch, who came to the same bar to celebrate his win.  Their chemistry is palpable, and after 

some flirty banter, he winds up giving her some advice that seems to cut through her doubts as to 

how to balance her two personas – he tells her  “I think you’re in a unique position to do some real 

good.  Jen Walters can use the law to help people when society fails them. She-Hulk can help people 

when the law fails them.” 

 

Leap-Frog later kidnaps Luke to force him to redesign his super-suit.  Leap-Frog calls Jennifer for 

help, claiming he’s being attacked.  When she arrives on the scene as She-Hulk, she sees Daredevil 

chasing Leap-Frog, and a short battle ensues.  Jennifer is no match for Daredevil’s fighting skills, so 

after a brief battle she simply claps her hands and the sonic boom renders him momentarily helpless.  

She pulls of his hood, revealing he’s Matt Murdoch – which had me wondering why no villain had ever 

done that before. 

 

When she realizes that they are on the same side, she comments, “I’m sorry that I assumed the guy 

dressed as the devil was the bad one.”  He seems actually surprised and hurt that she has never 

heard of him.  They decide to team up and save Luke.  But they have different ideas on how to take 

out Leap-Frog’s henchmen.  He wants to take them out one-by-one in the typical Netflix Daredevil 
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style, while she finds that to be a ridiculous waste of time and just wants to smash them all at once in 

true Hulk fashion.  We get to see both in an all-too-brief action sequence. 

 

Daredevil’s costume switched from yellow to red in the seventh 

issue of the original comic book, which She-Hulk pays homage 

to by making his hood yellow and the rest of his costume red.  

Jennifer sarcastically notes,  “It is very daring to use ketchup 

and mustard as your color scheme.” 

 

After rescuing Luke, Jennifer and Matt hook up (she is thrilled that he is the only guy she’s met who’s 

more interested in Jennifer than in She-Hulk).  The next morning, Daredevil is leaving her place 

carrying his boots as he walking down the block – a truly funny scene that we would never have seen 

in his much more serious Netflix series. 

 

I won’t spoil what happens next, but it leads to a very satisfying season finale, which opens with a 

“previously on” segment inspired by the intro to the  Bill Bixby-Lou Ferirgno Incredible Hulk TV series 

(which aired from 1977 to 1982).   

 

Later on, She-Hulk doesn’t just break the fourth wall, she pulverizes it.  In the process, she gets the 

powers that be at Marvel to change the finale storyline in mid-stream to avoid the typical big villain 

fight that tends to end most Marvel projects.  Watching her confront the writers in the writers’ room is 

by itself is worth the price of admission.  There are several other moments and references in the finale 

that Marvel fans should also enjoy and speculate about. 
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Jameela Jamil is good as always in the role of Mary 

MacPherran/Titania, a social-media influencer with super 

strength, who is obsessed with She-Hulk and becomes her 

enemy.  But she is given too little to do.   

 

Emil Blonsky (Tim Roth), aka Abomination (a humanoid monster with Hulk-like strength), appears in 

a few episodes, initially as Jen’s first client as head of her law firm’s new superhuman law division.  

This character appeared in the first Incredible Hulk movie in 2008 (with the Hulk being played by 

Edward Norton, as opposed to Mark Ruffalo, who plays the Hulk in subsequent movies and here).  

But I found his character as portrayed here to be disappointingly bland.   

 

Benedict Wong has a fun turn reprising his role as Wong: The Sorcerer Supreme from the Doctor 

Strange movies.  He keeps breaking Abomination out of his prison for reasons explained in the show 

(and may lead to his appearance in a future Marvel film).   

 

Patty Guggenheim is hilarious as Madisynn King, a drunken victim of magician Donny Blaze (Rhys 

Cioro), a former student of Wong’s.  Madisynn becomes Wong’s friend and TV bingeing buddy. 

 

There has been more review bombing of She-Hulk than any previous Marvel Series – its premiere 

had 32% of its reviews on IMDb being 1-star.  For comparison, none of the pre-2022 series had even 

3% of reviews getting just 1-star.  Ms. Marvel was at 20%.  Not so coincidentally, both have female 

stars, both can be labeled as comedies, and both are substantially different from anything Marvel has 

done before.  The series actually mocks these internet trolls in a plotline that has a secret organization 

(of mostly white men) and a website devoted to complaining about the existence of superheroes like 

She-Hulk, and target her with death threats. 
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I would definitely be up for watching a second season, which I wouldn’t have said after the first seven 

episodes.  At this writing, there has been no announcement about She-Hulk’s future, but I wouldn’t 

be surprised to see her show up somewhere in the MCU. 

 

Werewolf by Night (2022):  Following the death of 

their leader, Ulysses Bloodstone, his widow, Verussa, gathers 

together a secret group of monster hunters to engage in a 

deadly competition – whoever hunts down and kills a dangerous 

monster, and recovers a powerful relic known as Bloodstone, 

wins and becomes the new leader.  This is the first Marvel 

Studios Special Presentation in the MCU (basically a 53-minute standalone movie). 

 

Werewolf by Night is a well-known title to Marvel comics fans and collectors, but not as much to the 

general public.  The character first appeared in 1972.  Moon Knight first appeared in Werewolf by 

Night #32 in 1975. 

 

Gael Garcia Bernal is appropriately mysterious and creepy as Jack Russell (the Werewolf).  Initially 

disguised as a monster hunter, he is actually planning to rescue the monster, a friend of his whose 

name is Ted (also known as Man-Thing, another familiar character to Marvel aficionados, first 

appearing in a 1971 comic book).  Verussa  (Harriet Sansom) discovers his true identity and tries to 

capture him. 

 

Laura Donnelly is riveting as Elsa, Ulysses Bloodstone’s estranged daughter, who opposes her 

family’s tradition of hunting and killing monsters.  She arrives, against her stepmother’s wishes, to 

compete in the contest.  Elsa is an extraordinary and acrobatic fighter, and quickly becomes Jack 

Russell’s ally, as they agree to work together so he can free Ted and she can obtain the Bloodstone.  
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This requires several battles with the other monster hunters, who they dispatch with relish (and in 

sometimes gruesome fashion). 

 

The black-and-white cinematography, spooky score and 

atmosphere, and standout performances by Bernal and 

Donnelly, all contribute to this stylish and crisp thriller, which 

also benefits by not being a series (where it would have been 

stretched out with filler content over 6-9 episodes).   

 

While clearly an homage to The Wolf Man and other classic Universal monster movies from the 1930s 

and 40s, Werewolf by Night is a fun and entertaining (and considerably bloodier) effort in its own right.  

And unlike other Disney+ Marvel series, it doesn’t seemed designed to set up any new MCU storylines 

– although Elsa, Werewolf, or Man-Thing could easily show up in a second season of Moon Knight, 

the upcoming Blade reboot, or some other supernatural/horror project. 

 

Marvel has a treasure trove of obscure but potentially fascinating characters that would fit well into 

this “special presentation” format, and it’s something I hope they decide to continue. 

 


